Focus is to form a mathematical model for interconnected spring carts to minimize the energy using Powell's method of minimization. Expressing the energy of a surface in terms of its local deformation, local force on the surface is given by differentiating the energy with respect to position that gives an equation. The modelled equations make a system that has been converted in to a biquadratic function and used to minimize the energy to save the life of spring in the best method of optimization. The Powell's method is given in detail and compared with Downhill Simplex method.
INTRODUCTION
Many processes in mechanical industry hold instable behaviour with several types of reactors and instruments. Modelling and simulation is the only framework to examine properties of these mechanical systems. In recent years, the optimization for the solution of engineering models has evolved.
For optimization, direct search methods are very suitable for simple engineering problems involving a relatively small number of variables. In the optimization area, there are many effective approximation methods to simulate engineering problems [1, 2] . Most widely used Powell's conjugate direction method, is suitable for computing local minimum value of a complex function without taking derivatives [3] . Powell's method is a derivative-free technique widely used as a direct search method to optimize quadratic functions in a finite number of steps to have a better convergent [4] .
From a simulation point of view the mass spring models are efficient models, where Newton's second law is the principle used to generate the mathematical representation of a spring carts system. The spring carts system is modelled both as a single degree of freedom system and a multi degree of freedom system for the study of the mechanical system. Our model is based on the physical performance of interconnected spring carts system where, when springs are stretched, they exert a force that requires energy management in an efficient way to increase the life of the spring [5] . Unique carts system allows the wheels to interact inside the cart to prevent damage to the internal components of the cart. Interconnected spring carts system is modelled as a multi-degree-of-freedom system to facilitate vibration behaviour [6] . There are many methods in differential calculus to construct mathematical equations for single and multi-degree of freedom like physical lumping, finite element method, finite difference method and Galerkin where the behaviour of dynamical elements in multidegree-of-freedom has been modelled as a system of ordinary differential equations to make it a quadratic polynomial [7, 8, 9, 10] .
The main objectives of this work are to model and optimize the energy of spring carts system so that the life of the spring is saved and to use the best appropriate method for this type of mathematical model. For this purpose we have considered a system of carts connected with springs at a uniform condition supporting the basic elements of spring obeying hook's law and Newton's law.
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF CART SPRING SYSTEM
A very low friction cart design offers a smooth motion and is used to generate a mathematical model for connected springs. The system consists of a cart which is connected with a spring and the major quantities used to describe the dynamical behaviour of the system are mass, time, distance and force, where the basic principles are hook's and newton's laws of motion. The model is constructed by two carts having masses of v 1 and v 2 connected to springs of spring constants a 1 and a 2 where the assumption is that cart-1 is connected to a fixed spring of spring constant a 1 and cart-2 is connected with cart-1 by a spring of spring constant a 2 . is the difference between the spring current length and its given length. Damping free mathematical representation of cart-1 is given in equations (2.1) and (2.2)
As the second cart is connected with cart-1 by a spring of spring constant a 2 , the mathematical representation of cart-2 with zero damping is given by equations (2.3) and (2.4) Using this data in equation (2.5) and (2.6) we have the final shape of equation (2.7) given by equation (3.1)
POWELL'S METHOD
This technique minimizes the quadratic function as follows: 1 point is assumed to generate two vectors. Based on the linear combination of vectors a new point is generated to minimize the function.
Having the initial difference (1, 1) the bi-variate quadratic function given in (3.1) is minimized in each direction starting with the second coordinate direction. Similarly for the succeeding cycle of minimization, we discard single earlier used coordinate direction to have the newly generated pattern until the required pattern is achieved. Repeating this process, after little iteration, we get the values of unknowns that minimize the quadratic function in (3.1).
DOWNHILL SIMPLEX
In order to calculate the reflected point, we accept the reflected point better than the next and then get a next simplex by substituting the reflected point. Idea is to employ a moving simplex method in the space design for surrounding the minimum point to shrink the simplex until the dimensions get acceptance error. This method approaches a local optimal of bi-variate quadratic function (3.1) of spring cart system after 46 iterations. Comparing the Downhill Simplex and Powell's method, it is seen that Downhill simplex is much slower than Powell's method which is depicted in table A1.
CONCLUSION
The aim of this project was to model and optimize the interconnected carts by using the best optimization techniques. We have modelled the system of differential equations and discussed two different methods of optimization viz Powell's method & Simplex method to optimize the energy function of carts spring system. Matlab data of interconnected spring carts for minimization of energy function by using Powell's and Downhill Simplex methods is shown in figure  B1 and B2. The surface plot in figure B1 represents the minimum difference that is 5.0 and 5.6 units between the spring's carts. Figure  B2 represents APPENDIX B Figure B1 .Minimization of difference between spring carts Figure B2 .Simple contour
